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ABSTRACT
Recently, several accreting neutron stars (NSs) in X-ray binary systems inside supernova remnants have been discovered. They
represent a puzzle for the standard magneto-rotational evolution of NSs, as their ages (. 105 years) are much shorter than the
expected duration of Ejector and Propeller stages preceding the onset of wind accretion. To explain appearance of such systems,
we consider rotational evolution of NSs with early fallback accretion and asymmetry in forward/backward transitions between
Ejector and Propeller stages (so-called hysteresis effect proposed by V. Shvartsman in 1970). It is shown that with certain realistic
values of the initial spin period, accretion rate, and magnetic field, a young NSmay not enter the Ejector stage during its evolution
which results in a relatively rapid initiation of accretion within the lifetime of a supernova remnant. For a standard magnetic field
∼ 1012 G and initial spin period ∼ 0.1 – 0.2 s accretion rate & 1014 – 1015 g s−1 is enough to avoid the Ejector stage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Evolution of neutron stars (NSs) is of great interest for astrophysics
and fundamental physics. Due to sophisticated interplay between ini-
tial distributions of the main parameters, their evolution, and proper-
ties of surrounding medium detailed understanding of many stages
of NSs life is still lacking. In order to fill gaps in our theoretical de-
scription of NS evolution we need more observations of these objects
at different ages, including young sources in non-trivial conditions.
In recent years, accreting NSs in X-ray binary systems located in

supernova remnants (SNRs) have been discovered. They are specifi-
cally interesting objects allowing to probe early evolution of accret-
ing NSs as SNRs have a typical lifetime. 105 yrs. Given short time
scale, such sources are quite rare. At the moment only a few are
known (Xing & Li 2021, see Table 1).
SXP 1062 and SXP 1323 both have Be stars as companions and are

located in the Small Magellanic Cloud. An interesting feature of SXP
1062 is large period derivative ¤% ≈ 2.8×10−6 s s−1 ≈ (0.24 s day−1)
(Haberl et al. 2012; González-Galán et al. 2018). SXP 1323 has
negative ¤% (Mereminskiy et al. 2021).

DEM L241 is reliably a high-mass X-ray binary (HMXB). How-
ever, the nature of the compact object in DEM L241 is uncertain.
The optical counterpart of DEM L241 is an O5III(f) star with mass
of about 40 "� (Seward et al. 2012). Correspondingly, the progen-
itor of the compact object should have been massive, which makes
formation of an NS less probable.
On the contrary, Circinus X-1 has an NS as an accretor, but it is

unclear, whether it is a HMXB or a low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB)
(Linares et al. 2010). It is a highly variable X-ray source, and the
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distance to this object is not very certain (Heinz et al. 2015). These
two factors result in an uncertainty in its luminosity. Observations
with the Very Large Telescope suggest that, if the spectrum belongs
to the companion star, it has to be a supergiant (Jonker et al. 2007).

Among known accreting X-ray binaries in SNRs the recently
discovered HMXB in the supernova remnant MCSNR J0513-6724
(LXP 4.4 hereafter) is of particular interest (Maitra et al. 2019). The
age estimate for this system (< 6 × 103 years) makes it one of the
youngest known sources of this type and challenges researchers to
explain how a NS can reach the accretion stage in such a short time.

1.1 Standard magneto-rotational evolution of a neutron star

Let us resume the standard scenario of NS evolution following sys-
tematization presented e.g., by Lipunov (1992). By default, a NS is
born at the stage of Ejector. This is the stage when surrounding ma-
terial cannot reach surface or even magnetosphere of the NS mainly
due to a powerful relativistic wind generated and accelerated by the
compact object. The duration of this stage can be quite long:

CE =
3�23

8c2`2 (?
2
E − ?

2
0) ≈ 1.1 × 107 yr

(
�

1012 G

)−2
, (1)

where � = 1045 g cm2 is moment of inertia of the NS, 2 is the speed of
light. Twovalues of the spin period ?0 and ?E correspond to the initial
value and to the final value at the Ejector stage, correspondingly.
Finally, ` = �'3

x is amagnetic dipolemoment, here � is themagnetic
field on the equator of the NS, 'x = 10 km is the radius of the NS.

Eq. (1) is derived under the assumption that the magnetic field
is constant, and the loss of rotational moment is described by the
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standard magneto-dipole formula:

1
2
3 (�l2)
3C

= −2
3
`2l4

23 sin2 j, (2)

where j is an angle between rotational and magnetic axis, which is
assumed to be constant and equal to j = arcsin(1/

√
2) everywhere

below.We use this formula for calculation of spin down at the Ejector
phase.
After the Ejector stage the star can proceed to the Propeller stage,

and then to Accretor or Georotator (see below). Transition from stage
to stage can be specified in terms of pressure balance. Pressure related
to the external, i.e. infalling, matter (gravitationally captured or not)
has to be equalized by magnetospheric pressure or ram pressure of
the wind or/and radiation. However, from practical point of view it is
useful to reformulate transition conditions in terms of critical periods
and radii.
We start with gravitational capture radius, as definitions of several

other critical values depend on this quantity:

'G =
2�"x
E2 ≈ 3.7 × 1010

(
E

108 cm s−1

)−2
cm, (3)

where "x is mass of the compact object. In all our calculations
and estimates we use "x = 1.4"� . Parameter E is velocity of the
surrounding medium relative to the NS. Depending on the exact
situation this velocity can be related to motion of an isolated NS in
the interstellar medium, or/and to the sound speed in the medium,
or/and to the wind velocity of a donor in a binary system, or/and to
the orbital velocity, or to a combination of some of these values.
The magnetospheric radius is assumed to be one half (see, e.g.

Wang 1996, Campana et al. 2018) of the Alfven radius:
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√
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)2/7
, if 'A < 'G.

(4)

In these equations ¤" is the accretion rate. Note, that it can be defined
even if accretion on the surface is not happening: ¤" = c'2

GdE. It
is just a combination of surrounding matter density and its velocity
relative to the compact object. Thus, ¤" just characterizes properties
of the external medium in its interactionwith the NS and its radiation.
A very important quantity for our discussion is the so-called

Shvartsman radius (Shvartsman 1970). It is defined by equality of
the pressure of relativistic wind from a NS and external pressure:

'Sh =

(
8`2 (�"x)2l4
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(5)

Transition to/from the Ejector stage depends on this parameter. If
'Sh > 'G, then a stable cavern can form around an NS.
Another critical distance important for the Ejector stage is the

well-known light cylinder radius:

'l =
2?

2c
≈ 4.8 × 109 ? cm. (6)

In our code and graphs we also use a general term “stopping
radius”, 'stop, which is equal to the distance where a pressure balance
is reached. At the Acrretor and Propeller stages the stopping radius
is situated inside the light cylinder: 'stop = 'm. At the Ejector stage

the stopping radius is outside the light cylinder and is larger than the
gravitational capture radius: 'stop = 'Sh.

Finally, Accretor/Propeller transition depends on the corotation
radius:

'c =

(
�"x?2

4c2

)1/3
≈ 1.7 × 108 ?2/3 cm. (7)

In the standard scenario the Ejector stage is terminated when due
to spin-down and corresponding decrease of the relativistic wind
power 'Sh diminishes down to 'G. Then external matter becomes
gravitationally captured and its pressure grows toward the NS. As
a result, matter can penetrate inside the light cylinder which ceases
particle production and acceleration in the magnetosphere. After the
transition normally 'm > 'c, so we have a Propeller. Rapid spin-
down result in growing of 'c. Finally, the NS enters the stage of
accretion (or, if 'm > 'G — the Georotator stage).
Spin-down at the Ejector stage was specified above in eq. (2). At

propeller phase spin-down is very uncertain. The only clear statement
is that it is more rapid than at the Ejector. In this study we assume
the following approach (Shakura 1975):

3?

3C
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?2
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where
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m, (9)

is the spin-down (breaking) moment at the Propeller stage.
At the stage of accretion both — spin-up and spin-down, — mo-

menta coexist:
3?

3C
=
?2

2c�
( A

sd −  
A
su). (10)

Spin-down does not include properties of the external medium:

 
(A)
sd = :sd

`2

'3
2

. (11)

Here :sd is a dimensionless coefficient, which can depend on param-
eters of the problem.

Oppositely to sd, spin-up (wewrite for the case ofwind accretion)
depends on the accretion rate and orbital frequency Ω:

 
(A)
su = ¤"[tΩ'

2
G, (12)

where [C is a dimensionless coefficient, we assume [t = 0.25
(Lipunov 1992). Typically, it is assumed that at the Accretor stage
spin period relaxes to the so-called equilibrium value, which is de-
termined by equality between spin-up and spin-down moments. This
assumption is often used to estimate the magnetic field as ¤" can
be directly derived from the observed flux and known distance to
the source. The equilibrium period can be obtained by equating
expressions 11 and 12

?eq =

(
2c:t`2

[t�" ¤"'2
�

%orb

)1/2
. (13)

Duration of Ejector and Propeller stages is determined by how
rapidly the NS spins-down. In usual conditions (including standard
magnetic fields ∼ 1012 G and short initial periods) it can take million
years. HMXBs in SNRs are young objects which do not easily fit
the standard scenario. The recently discovered system LXP 4.4 is
especially challenging. In the first place, its age is less than 6000
years. In some cases (see e.g. Popov & Turolla (2012) on SXP 1062)
rapid transition can be explained by large initial magnetic field. But in
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Table 1. Known HMXBs in SNRs

Name Spin period, Luminosity, Age, Orbital Refs.
period,

s erg s−1 yrs days

SXP 1062 1062 6.9 × 1035 (2 − 4) × 104 > 100 Hénault-Brunet et al. (2012)
SXP 1323 1323 1035 – few ×1036 ∼ 4 × 104 26.2 Gvaramadze et al. (2019)
DEM L241 — 2 × 1035 - 10.3 Seward et al. (2012),

Corbet et al. (2016)
LXP 4.4 4.4 7 × 1033 < 6 × 103 2.2 Maitra et al. (2019)
Circinus X-1∗ — ∼ 1035∗∗ < 4.6 × 103 16.5 Heinz et al. (2013)
XMMU∗∗∗ 570 9 × 1034 (43 − 63) × 103 40.2∗∗∗∗ Maitra et al. (2021)
J050722.1-684758
∗ Might be an LMXB.
∗∗Luminosity corresponds to a dim state of the source, see Schulz et al. (2020).
Circinus X-1 has a highly variable X-ray luminosity that can reach > 1038 erg s−1.
∗∗∗ Physical association with SNR is still unclear.
∗∗∗∗ van Jaarsveld et al. (2018) suggested orbital period of 5.27 days.

the case of LXP 4.4 this is not an option as the spin period of accretor
is small as well as the luminosity, and so the condition 'm < 'c
cannot be reached for large fields. Maitra et al. (2019) provide an
estimate � ∼ 3×1011 G basing on ? = 4.4 s and assuming 'm = 'c.
Accounting for the fact that in the standard scenario a young NS is

unlikely to be an Accretor, Ho et al. (2020) propose that the observed
X-ray luminosity might be mainly due to thermal emission from
a young cooling magnetized NS with a probable small additional
contribution from magnetospheric accretion in the Propeller phase.
Another obvious explanation is that the NS in LXP 4.4 was born

with a long spin period. Thus, it quickly (or even immediately) ap-
peared at the stage of accretor, where later its period relaxes to the
equilibrium value.
We consider here another idea involving initial fallback stage lead-

ing to absence of the Ejector phase. In the next section we describe
basics of our hypothesis and discuss expected fallback parameters. In
Sec. 3 we present results of our calculations. In the final section we
discuss uncertainties together with possible alternatives and present
our conclusions.

2 EVOLUTION OF A NS IN A BINARY ACCOUNTING FOR
HYSTERESIS EFFECT AND FALLBACK

2.1 Hysteresis

Transitions between stages along a track of the magnetorotational
evolution of an NS are determined by pressure balance at critical
radii. However, this equality can be reach at different radii for forward
and backwards directions.1 Thus, the term “hysteresis” is used to
describe this situation. In particular, we are interested in asymmetry
at Ejector-Propeller transition, first noticed by Shvartsman (1970).
We refer it throughout the paper simply as “hysteresis”.
In the phase of ejection the NS slows down. It results in decrease of

the wind power and Shvartsman radius. Gradually, 'Sh approaches
the gravitational capture radius. Forward transition Ejector→ Pro-
peller happens when external pressure equalizes the relativistic wind
pressure at 'G. Pressure of gravitationally captured coldmatter grows

1 We call “forward” transitions in the sequence Ejector→ Propeller→ Ac-
cretor.

towards the NS with distance as A−5/2, i.e. faster than the wind pres-
sure (∼ A−2). So, as described in Sec 1, particle generation and
acceleration are stopped.

Transition in the opposite direction (Propeller→Ejector) proceeds
in a different way. When the propeller phase is on and accretion rate
decreases (which happen e.g. under the fallback conditions), we have
'c < 'm < 'l and the magnetospheric radius is growing gradu-
ally approaching the light cylinder. However, at the light cylinder
the pressure of external gravitationally captured matter is large. To
overcome it is necessary to have much large power than in the case
of the equilibrium at 'G.
This asymmetry can be illustrated by values of critical period at

forward and backward transitions. For the usual case when 'G > 'l
we obtain for E→ P transition:

?E→P =
2c
2

(
2`2

3E ¤"

)1/4
; (14)

and for the reverse one (P→E):

?P→E =
2c
2

(
`4

8�"G ¤"2

)1/7
. (15)

Shvartsman (1970) applied the hysteresis to a situation when an
NS, initially at the Ejector stage, experiences enhanced rate of ac-
cretion for some period of time. When this episode is over, the NS
can avoid turning back to Ejector staying at an Accretor or Propeller
stage. Here we apply the same effect to the situation when an NS
after birth experiences a period of intense fallback, and then while
¤" is decreasing switches to Propeller, but can avoid becoming an
Ejector due to hysteresis. Thus, period of time prior to the initiation
of accretion can be much shorten in such case.

2.2 Fallback

After formation of anNS, some amount of the progenitor starmaterial
expelled in the supernova explosion can fall back onto the compact
object (see e.g. an essential paper Chevalier 1989 and references
to early studies therein). In case of NSs, this amount can be up
to few×0.1"� , however, more typical values might be about .
10−3 "� . Fallback can significantly influence various properties of
NSs, including spin period and magnetic field (see Zhong et al.
(2021) and references therein). What is crucial for our study, in the
case of fallback the NS is born as an Accretor.
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At early stages (hours to days), description of fallback can be quite
complicated due to the action of a reverse shock, processes related
to heating by radioactive elements, etc. (Chevalier 1989). However,
after some time (even tens of seconds in somemodels, see Janka et al.
2021), fallback accretion rate eventually follows a simple power law:

¤" ∼ C−5/3. (16)

With such rapidly decaying rate of fallback accretion, most part of
matter is accumulated within few minutes, see Janka et al. (2021) for
recent numerical calculations of fallback for C < 105 s.

If the star is isolated, fallback can last quite long. However, here we
are interested in the situation in a close binary systemwhich might be
very different. In course of explosion, expelled matter mostly leaves
the Roche lobe of the future compact object. So, falling back it might
feel joint gravity of both components, and the compact object is
significantly less massive in the situation we are interested in. In
addition, outside the Roche lobe the matter interacts with the stellar
wind of the secondary component (here we consider only systems
with wind accretion from massive donors). All in all, we can assume
that mostly matter which do not leave the Roche lobe of the compact
object can successfully fall back onto it.
We estimate the Roche lobe radius, AL using the standard formula

(Eggleton 1983):

AL
0
=

0.49@2/3

0.6@2/3 + ln (1 + @1/3)
, (17)

where @ is mass ratio of components. For the LXP 4.4, the mass
of the companion star is ∼ 10"� and AL/0 = 0.28, where 0 is the
semi-major axis of the binary. In our estimates we use 0 = 1012 cm.
The maximum time of fallback accretion in a binary can be es-

timated as a free-fall time from the boundary of the Roche lobe:

Cff = c

√
A3
!

�"G
≈ 8

(
A!

2.5 × 1011 cm

)3/2
h . (18)

Thus, intensive fallback accretion cannot last long in binary systems,
and so we can neglect this stage in our modeling, assuming as initial
values of parameters those that they obtain after the fallback is over.
After a short period of fallback accretion, the interaction of the

NS and the companion star will be determined by the intensity of
the stellar wind. Thus, the accretion rate would rapidly decrease.
Correspondingly, the size of themagnetosphere changes dramatically
approaching the light cylinder. At this moment the phase transition
is expected. The key point of our model is that the NS will come to
this moment starting from the stage of accretion. This leads to the
necessity to account for the hysteresis effect. Such scenario was not
considered in other works on this topic.

2.3 Algorithm of calculations

We start our calculations when a brief period of fallback is over, and
the external medium is determined by wind of the donor. At this
moment the NS has a period ?0, magnetic field �0, and the accretion
rate (from the wind) is ¤" .
With a fixed ¤" for different combinations of ?0 and �0 one of

three situations may occur at the end of fallback:
1. If 'm < 'c then the NS remains an Accretor;
2. If 'c < 'm < 'l — the NS becomes a Propeller;
3. If 'm > 'l — the NS becomes an Ejector.

If the NS does not become an Ejector at this moment, it will not

10−2 10−1 100
p0, s

1011

1012

1013

B 0
, G

Ṁ = 1013 g s−1

Ṁ = 101̇ g s−1

Ṁ = 1017 g s−1

Figure 1. For three characteristic values of ¤" we calculate critical values of
?0 and �0. For a given ¤" , if the point is located to the left of the line, then a
star is born as an Ejector. If initial period is higher or magnetic field is lower
than critical values, then an NS will not be in ejector phase. Thick and thin
lines corresponds to calculations with presence and absence of the hysteresis
effect, correspondingly.

enter this stage in the future (for non-decreasing rate of capture of
external matter) and will start accreting quite fast if it is a Propeller.

Further, corresponding to the current stage calculations of the
evolution of the period are carried out accordingly to eq. (2) for
Ejector, eq. (8) for Propeller, and eq. (10) for Accretor. Calculations
are performed numerically using the SciPy library (Jones et al. 2001).

For each stage, we determine conditions at which this stage is over.
For Ejector this condition is:

'stop = max('l, 'G). (19)

Here 'stop = 'Sh. Usually, 'l < 'G, so this condition is satisfied
when 'Sh = 'G.
For Propeller there are two conditions, as transition can happen

either to the stage of accretion, or to the Ejector stage. The first one
determines transition to an Accretor:

'stop = min('c, 'G) (20)

here 'stop = 'm.
The second determines transition to an Ejector:

? = ?P→E. (21)

The condition for Accretor is the same as the condition of the
Propeller→ Accretor transition given by eq. (20).

If one of such conditions is fulfilled then calculations are stopped,
and we again check on which stage the NS is now. This procedure is
organized as a cycle with an adjusted time step. Calculations continue
for sufficiently long time determined by life duration of the donor star
(in some cases for illustrative purposes we run the code for a longer
time to demonstrate all possible transitions under constant stellar
wind rate).

3 RESULTS

For three characteristic values of ¤" we calculate critical values of
?0 and �0 (Fig. 1). For a given ¤" , if the point is located to the left of
the line, then a star is “born” (after a short episode of initial fallback
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Figure 2. Evolution of the period and critical radii for an NS with ?0 =
0.1 s, �0 = 3 × 1011G, E = 5 × 107 cm s−1, ¤" = 1013 g s−1, %orb =

2.2 d. The Ejector stage lasts long. Letters “E”, “P”, and “A” denote stages:
Ejector, Propeller, Accretor, correspondingly. Solid vertical lines separate
stages. Vertical axis is graduated to show spin period in seconds and different
radii relative to 'G.

accretion) as an Ejector. If initial period is higher or magnetic field
is lower than critical values, then an NS will not be in the ejector
phase and will start to accrete quite fast. Bold and thin lines represent
the presence and absence of the hysteresis effect, correspondingly.
Obviously, this effects plays a crucial role in avoiding the Ejector
stage. The larger the accretion rate of the stellar wind, the easier it is
to avoid the phase of ejection.
Equation of the line with hysteresis derived from the condition

?0 = ?P→E has the following form:

�0 =

((
2?0
c

)7/2 2 ¤"
√

2�"x

'6
x

)1/2

. (22)

Equation of the line without hysteresis is derived from the condi-
tion ?0 = ?E→P can be written as:

�0 =

((
2?0
2c

)4 3E ¤"
2'6

x

)1/2

. (23)

Fig. 2 shows a standard period evolution with the Ejector stage.
Here we used parameters similar to those estimated or expected for
LXP 4.4: ?0 = 0.1 s, �0 = 3 × 1011 G, E = 5 × 107 cm s−1,
¤" = 1013 g s−1, %orb = 2.2 d. As we see, the ejector phase lasts for
more than 108 years, which is non-physical because the lifetime of
a massive donor is shorter. I.e., in this case the NS does not start to
accrete.
With a slightly larger initial period (?0 = 0.4 s, all other parameters

are the same) it is possible to avoid the Ejector stage. In this situation,
the NS starts to accrete much faster (Fig. 3). Notice that ?0 = 0.4 s
is a reasonable value (see e.g., Igoshev & Popov 2013), not as large
as the initial period required for the condition that the NS is always
at the Accretor stage.
With larger ¤" , corresponding to luminosities ∼ 1036 erg s−1 (see

Table 1), we can significantly shorten the time necessary to come to
the phase of accretion. A corresponding example is given in Fig. 4.
Thus, it is possible to find a realistic set of parameters (?0, �0, ¤")
for which accretion starts before a SNR is dissipated.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
time, million years

10−3

10−2

10−1

100

101

102

P A
period, s
Rstop/RG

Rc/RG

Rl/RG

Figure 3. Evolution of the period and critical radii for an NS with ?0 = 0.4 s,
�0 = 3 × 1011 G, E = 5 × 107 cm s−1, ¤" = 1013 g s−1, %orb = 2.2 d. Due to
the hysteresis effect, it is possible to avoid the ejector stage and significantly
reduce the time before the accretion.

0 20 40 60 80 100
time, thousand years

10−3

10−2

10−1

100 P A
period, s
Rstop/RG

Rc/RG

Rl/RG

Figure 4. Evolution of the period and critical radii for an NS with ?0 = 0.4 s,
�0 = 3 × 1011 G, E = 5 × 107 cm s−1, ¤" = 1016 g s−1, %orb = 2.2 d. With a
higher accretion rate it is possible to start accretion in less than 105 years.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a toy model of early evolution of an NS
in a close binary system with a massive companion, accounting for
fallback and peculiarities of Propeller → Ejector transition. Below
we comment on several aspects of this problem, some of which will
be subject of future detailed consideration.

In many discussion of NS evolution different authors make diverse
assumptions which can result in distinct conclusions. E.g., Ho et al.
(2020) used 'm = 'l as the condition of the E→ P transition. On our
opinion, this is an oversimplification (see e.g., Lipunov 1992). In-
stead, 'Sh = 'G condition should be used, which makes the duration
of the ejector phase significantly longer making LXP 4.4 even more
puzzling in the standard framework without the hysteresis effect.

Another typical assumption, already noticed above, is related to
the equilibrium period, ?eq. Often it is assumed that it can be defined
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0 2 4 6 8 10
time, thousand years

10−3

10−2

10−1

100 P A
period, s
Rstop/RG

Rc/RG

Rl/RG

Figure 5. Evolution of the period and critical radii for an NS with ?0 = 0.4 s,
�0 = 3 × 1011 G, E = 5 × 107 cm s−1, ¤" = 1016 g s−1, %orb = 2.2 d. Here
we use equation for the spin-down rate at Propeller from Davies & Pringle
(1981).

by condition 'A = 'c. We denote such period as ?A. However,
equilibrium is determined by the balance between spin-up and spin-
down. For wind-accreting systems with low ¤" there is a significant
difference between ?A and ?eq which might be taken into account,
e.g. in estimates of the magnetic field.
Equation for the equilibrium period might be different for low

luminosities in the regime of so-called settling accretion (Postnov
et al. 2011; Shakura et al. 2012). This would change the estimate of
the magnetic field:

� ≈ 0.24 × 1012
(
(?/100 s)
(%orb/100 d)

)11/12
¤"1/3

16 E
−11/3
8 G. (24)

For example, for parameters of LXP 4.4 we obtain: � ≈ 8.6 ×
1010 E−11/3

8 G. With such low field an NS might spend a very long
time before starting to accrete from a stellar wind (however, notice
strong dependence on the wind velocity). Significant initial fallback
can allow accretion. However, details of such scenario are out of
the scope of the present study, and we plan to study it in future, in
particular in application to isolated NSs.
There are many uncertainties in magneto-rotational evolution of

NSs. Perhaps the most incomprehensible is the Propeller stage. In
particular, the spin-down rate at this phase of evolution which de-
termines duration of the Propeller stage. Several different formulas
have been proposed (see e.g., Lipunov & Popov 1995). For exam-
ple, the duration of the Propeller stage can be reduced by an order
of magnitude (see Fig. 5) in the case of Davies & Pringle (1981)
formula:

 
(P)
sd =

(
'c
'm

)3/2
`2

'3
m
. (25)

In this paper we do not study influence of different variants of
propeller spin-down on the time before the onset of accretion. Still,
thismight be analysed, especially if the task is to reproduce properties
of specific systems.
We also do not take into account the potentially possible stage of a

subsonic propeller. It may occur when 'm < 'c, but the accretion is
ineffective compared to the Accretor stage because of high tempera-

ture and the fact that the sound speed is higher than the rotation speed
of the magnetosphere (Davies & Pringle 1981, Ikhsanov 2003). At
the subsonic propeller stage, the spin-down rate is lower, than at the
classical (supersonic) propeller (Popov & Prokhorov 2005). Exis-
tence of such stage might postpone the onset of accretion. It can be
especially important at low accretion rates (e.g., in case of isolated
NSs).

As it was noted above, rapid onset of accretion can be explained
by relatively large ?0. However, the initial spin period of the NS
in LXP 4.4 is not expected to be long due to two reasons. At first,
because of interaction in a very tight binary the hydrogen envelope
of the progenitor might be lost. So, rotation of the core could avoid
significant spin-down via interaction with long living expanded en-
velope (see e.g., discussion in Postnov et al. 2016 and references
therein). Then, after losing its envelope the progenitor could experi-
ence tidal spin-up. Depending on the time scale, the core could even
reach tidal synchronization with the orbital period.

In our toy model we do not consider disc formation from fallback
matter. However, this phenomenonmight be quite typical (Janka et al.
2021). If a disc is formed, then it might be even easier to avoid the
Ejector stage and make a soft transition to the wind accretion, may
be even without an intermediate propeller phase. As most part of the
falling back matter is accreted within a short time after a bounce,
disc formation might not be influenced by the secondary companion.

Intensive fallback might influence magnetic field of a newborn NS
Muslimov & Page (1995). Technically, field decrease is accounted
for in our model, as we take as �0 the value after the intensive phase
of the fallback. So, we expect that NSs avoiding the Ejector stage
might have lower fields (see Fig. 1) due to the fallback. In particular,
we have to note that so-called central compact objects in SNRs (see a
brief recent review in the introduction ofMayer & Becker 2021) have
parameters which allow them to avoid the Ejector stage in binaries
similar to those shown in Table 1. However, we ignore modification
of the field structure due to fallback (see e.g., Igoshev et al. 2016)
and field re-emergence (Ho 2011). We hope to analyse these effects
in future studies, as well as possible evolution of the angle j in
eq. (2), as the latter also can be an important ingredient of HMXBs
evolution (see e.g. a recent analysis in Biryukov & Abolmasov 2021
and references therein).

Hysteresis might also influence evolution of isolated NSs (and
those in wide binaries which do not experience significant influence
of the secondary component). Due to a long fallback stage an NS can
spin-down significantly during the propeller phase, thus avoiding
becoming a radio pulsar. This might influence fate of old isolated
NSs allowing them to come the stage of accretion within the Galactic
lifetime even for standard and, may be, lower magnetic fields in
contrast to the standard scenario (Boldin & Popov 2010). This will
be the subject of our future studies.

Our final conclusions are as follows. Presence of the fallback stage
can significantly modify the evolution and observational properties
of neutron stars in binary systems.We demonstrate that the hysteresis
effect, proposed by Shvartsman, allows a young neutron star in an
HMXB to avoid the Ejector stage in the case of preceding fallback
episode. With magnetic fields ∼ 1012 G and initial spin periods
∼ 0.1 – 0.2 s NSs can avoid the Ejector stage if the accretion rate
is & 1014 – 1015 g s−1. Such NSs can start accreting in a relatively
short period, sometimes shorter than the lifetime of a SNR. Some of
HMXBs in SNRs can be examples of such systems.However, detailed
robust modeling of particular systems might need more sophisticated
calculations.

MNRAS 000, 1–7 (2021)
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